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Trump declares an emergency
President proclaims
crisis at border, sparks
constitutional clash
By PETER BAKER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump declared a national emergency on the border
with Mexico on Friday to access
billions of dollars that Congress
refused to give him to build a

wall there, transforming a highly charged policy dispute into a
confrontation over the separation of powers outlined in the
Constitution.
Trying to regain momentum
after losing a grinding twomonth battle with lawmakers
over funding the wall, Trump
asserted that the flow of drugs,
criminals and unauthorized
immigrants from Mexico constituted a profound threat to
national security that justified

INSIDE

unilateral action.
“We’re going to confront the
national security crisis on our
southern border, and we’re going
to do it one way or the other,” he
said in a televised statement in
the Rose Garden barely 13 hours
after Congress passed a spending measure without the money
he had sought. “It’s an invasion,”
he added. “We have an invasion
of drugs and criminals coming
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President Donald Trump speaks in the Rose Garden of
the White House on Friday morning.

■ Newsom says
state will sue
over emergency
declaration / A8
■ Analysis on
Trump’ invoking
emergency
powers /A8
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Fixing traffic agony

HEALDSBURG

Officer
fired for
lying in
report
Case document reveals
how law enforcement
polices themselves
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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A rail trestle has been completely undermined Friday along Highway 37 in Marin County from a levee breach Thursday afternoon.

Fast repair for Highway 37 unlikely,
westbound lanes closed by high tides
By KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

tate transportation authorities were planning for
what they called a possible
“long-term closure” on Highway 37 southeast of Novato after
floodwaters breached a levee in
two spots near the roadway, inundating an adjacent pasture
and undermining the parallel
freight railway.
Westbound lanes of the highway were closed hours before
the morning rush-hour drive
Friday, stalling traffic for miles
along a key North Bay commuter artery.
The closure could remain in

place for at least another week.
A plan devised by a coalition
of state and local agencies envisions reopening the westbound
lanes no sooner than next Friday, said state Sen. Mike McGuire, D-Healdsburg. High tides
expected in the coming days
could force closure of the eastbound lanes as well.
“This is an all-hands-on-deck
effort,” McGuire said. “The fix
is complicated.”
The sheer volume of water,
the area’s poor drainage and
the extensive repairs needed to
the busted levee made it difficult to give any clearer timeline,
TURN TO ROAD » PAGE A10

13.84
INCHES

Latest deluge
brings flooding
and even snow

5.52
INCHES

By ANDREW BEALE
AND ALEXANDRIA BORDAS

REGION’S RAIN

Total at Venado,
region’s wettest spot

Total at Charles
M. Schulz-Sonoma
County Airport
RESERVOIR
CAPACITY

112%

Lake Sonoma

126%

Lake Mendocino
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T

he winter storm that has battered
the North Bay for much of the week
landed its final blows Friday, with
hail and even some snow punctuating a
system that led to widespread flooding
and road closures, including highways
serving Sonoma, Marin and Napa counties.
The 24-hour rainfall total by Friday evening — at more than an inch in the hills
west of Healdsburg and half as much in
TURN TO DELUGE » PAGE A10

An investigation into an
8-pound shipment of marijuana
that turned up unexpectedly at
a Healdsburg business in 2016
started as a routine case of intercepted contraband.
It would eventually cost a police officer his job.
The details of what occurred
at the business — and a onemonth internal investigation by
the Healdsburg Police Department into the conduct of its own
officer — are documented in
424 pages of investigatory files
obtained this week by The Press
Democrat. They give an unprecedented first look into the ways
Sonoma County law enforcement agencies police themselves.
According to the documents, a
woman at the unnamed business
showed the suspicious package
to then-Officer Ryan Howard.
She said her adult son, a disabled veteran, had a doctor’s
recommendation allowing him
to legally use cannabis under
Proposition 215 and asked if her
son could keep some of the marijuana.
Howard allowed the man to
take three packages, roughly 1
pound each, reasoning that the
box was technically their property. He seized the remaining five
packages of similar size, booking
them as evidence at the police department to be destroyed.
In a police report, he said
the box had only 5 pounds,
not 8, and did not include his
decision to give some of the pot
away.
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GUNFIRE EXCHANGED:

Former warehouse
employee kills 5, injures
another 5 in a shooting in
Chicago suburb. / B1

NFL and Kaepernick settle collusion case
By MARK MASKE
WASHINGTON POST

Colin
Kaepernick
former San
Francisco 49er

The NFL and Colin Kaerpernick
announced Friday they’ve reached
a settlement in the case in which the
quarterback accused the league and
its 32 teams of colluding to prevent
him from playing because of his decision to kneel during the playing of the
national anthem.
The terms of the settlement were

al anthem and made him an
not disclosed, leaving those in INSIDE
internationally recognized
and around the sport to specu- Great news for
civil rights advocate.
late about what it might have Kaepernick, Phil
A separate collusion grievcost the league and team own- Barber writes / C1
ance by Carolina Panthers
ers to avoid a hearing in the
safety Eric Reid, formerly Kaepercase.
The sideline protest by Kaepernick, nick’s teammate with the San Franwhich he began in 2016 to call atten- cisco 49ers who protested alongside
tion to racial inequality and police him, also was resolved. Reid is curmistreatment of African-Americans, rently with the Carolina Panthers.
ignited a polarizing movement of NFL
players protesting during the nationTURN TO KAEPERNICK » PAGE A2
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